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The Royal Gazette recognises the advantages of
specialised target marketing focusing on events and
industries specific to the Bermuda marketplace. We
have curated a collection of magazines and feature
products designed specifically for these audiences,
service and product providers.
RG MAGS, the revamped quarterly publication that
serves as the flagship magazine, is all about local
lifestyle with regular sections, including: Community
and Sport, Travel, Food & Drink, Fashion & Beauty, Arts
& Entertainment and Home & Living. Rgmags.com
serves as a digital space for this popular quarterly and
is supported by a growing social-media audience.
Additionally, RG Mags provides other features that
cater to industry-specific content, including RG
Construction, RG Motor Express and the new RG
Kids and RG Business. Each unique publication
brings compelling issues that affect Bermuda, and is
respectful of its past and optimistic for its future.
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TARGET YOUR MESSAGE
TO A TARGETED AUDIENCE

RG Mags Facebook Page has
seen 599.1% growth in 2021
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Newspaper Broadsheet

Encore

Home Renovations:
Value vs Waste
By Robyn Bardgett

This product lends itself to our newspaper features: Mother’s Day and Open
Bermuda Day to name a few. Inserted in the daily, we use bleached newsprint
for these features, which makes the features stand out and very popular with
advertisers and readers alike.
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Home renovations are in demand. If you’re considering changes to your home think carefully
about what is important to incorporate and what might be a waste of money down the road
Those days and months stuck at
home during the pandemic have
given us the opportunity to recognise what rooms and spaces no
longer worked for our needs, or,
that the space had the potential to
be exactly what we needed it to be
but with a little bit of work.
Although people are starting to
make their way back into the office
or head further ashore to travel
again, there has still been interest
in giving our space an update.
While there’s never a better time
to give our homes a refresh, it’s
still important to look forward and
think how the space can continue
to work for us or have the potential
to add value if we plan to sell in the
future.
It can be tempting to want to
go into full renovation mode, but
even if a full renovation isn’t in the
budget there are ways to update
our space.
Some of the key areas to consider
are outdoor space. Refreshing the
outside of the property makes a
difference, even if it’s just a newly
painted roof.
“Having good kerb appeal will
certainly increase desirability of a
property,” said Suzanne Stones,
a chartered valuation surveyor.
“Similarly, a clean and freshly paint-

ed roof may entice more buyers to
look at a property and make a bid.”
Even if selling your home is not
necessarily in the current plans,
there are important areas to consider, such as creating multipurpose spaces, rooms with flexibility
and not wasting space on “formal”
rooms, explained interior designer
Beth MacDonald.
She added that a “pleasing and
super comfortable indoor and outdoor space, as well as a beautiful
and interesting garden - another
room just outdoors” can add value
and a fresh update to a home.
Ms Stones, who runs Bermuda
Valuers & Appraisers with Steve
Bowie, added, “we are finding that
there is an increased demand for
quality outdoor spaces, whether for
outdoor entertaining, such as builtin kitchens and barbecue areas, or
more space for children to play.”
Another important element in our
homes that has changed due to
the pandemic is the need for home
offices and study areas or multipurpose spaces and rooms with
flexibility.
“The major design trend of the
last decade or so was the open
plan house,” said Ms MacDonald.
“With Covid and people home
and working, living and attending

online school, the open plan home
just doesn’t work. It’s good to be
sure your home has a balance of a
central space for multipurpose use
but to also have defined secondary
spaces that can multifunction for
work, play, life and everything in
between.”
Ben Rego, real estate advisor for
Rego Sotheby’s, believes remote
working environments will continue
to be vital.
“The attractiveness of working
from home will likely become more
of a long-term reality in the future. I
have seen people transform areas
such as their garage, pool house,
dining or living room, and even a
walk-in closet transformed into a
home office retreat.
“Of course, creating a home
office, even if in a little corner of an
existing room is the biggest trend;
establishing neat and efficient
playroom spaces to keep children
occupied and engaged are key
over the pandemic period.”
Another area that many buyers
and homeowners put a lot of value
into are kitchens and bathrooms,
said Mr Rego. These are a great
area to consider updating if a home
is in need of a refresh.
“One way to get more bang for
your buck is renovations in the key
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2col x 2

$190

3.83” x 2”

-

2col x 5

$290

3.83” x 5”

-

3col x 5

$380

5.83” x 5”

-

areas of a home, such as the kitchen or bathroom,” he said. “These
areas are the most highly scrutinised and simple replacements
such as hardware and handles can
be replaced throughout. Doing this
with more contemporary, high-end
pieces, as well as simply repainting
or staining cabinets will give the
new popular look seen in magazines without needing to replace
everything.”
Mr Rego also strongly advised
people to declutter, particularly if
the plan is to sell in the near future.
“I think all the extra time at home
has caused many of us to look
around our property and over analyse everything and throw unneeded items out. Making your space as
clean, bright and airy as possible
is not only satisfying but gives a far
better impression.”
He also agreed that an outdoor
space can be a major area to invest in.
“Homes with their own producing
garden with fruit and vegetables
are definitely more attractive now,
as we all aim to be as self-sufficient
and ‘green’ as we possibly can,”
said Mr Rego.
But whether we’re making changes to our home with the intention
to sell or to make a space more
comfortable, it’s still important to
make the changes for ourselves
and not to “do what Joe down the
road thinks is cool,” according to
Ms MacDonald.
She added, “do what you think
will improve your home for you and
your household and what suits your
budget. Keep it simple. Overcomplicated things rarely last, so the
pool that flashes colours in tune to
music may not be a great investment. After a year of being at home
surely we have learnt what we real-

BLEED

ly like and are far less influenced by
our peers.”
She said that the trend of “blingy”
homes has been pushed aside to
allow for “comfortable, highly functional, easy, friendly and practical.”
“Boasting to your peers has taken
the back burner to enjoyment of
your space yourself. Just as high
fashion has ditched the six-inch
heels, over the top dressing and
heavily incorporated the loungewear concept, so too have luxury
homes.”
When considering budget, Ms
Stones advised that “careful consideration should be given to the
cost of a project and if the property
is located in an area that will support higher values.
“And if it is about quality of life
then the cost is not as relevant, as
long as the debt from the project
can be serviced,” she advised.
While it is important to weigh up
how an overly personalised space
might play into a potential sale of
the property, as some choices may
not always attract a wide pool of
buyers, there are still ways to make
a space your own.
“If keen to sell one day, perhaps
best to make the most drastic and
creative changes in smaller niche
spaces that do not take over the
entire feel and overall flow of the
home,” said Mr Rego.
“Home truly is where the heart
is and it really needs to be a safe
place where people can express
themselves and gain daily inspiration from living there.”
Ms MacDonald concluded: “Be
true to yourself, what your household likes to do and how you like
to do it. Ease, simplicity, comfort,
practicality - those always add
great value to any home.”

Mirrors
-

Island Glass stocks a selection
of quality mirrors.

-

The very best selection of mirrors, stop by

10% DISCOUNT

Every Day For Age Concern Customers

*Just produce your Age Concern Card

Island Glass today and see for yourself.

Add a touch of class. Add a touch of Island Glass.

-

OPEN 8:30 -4:30 pm Mon to Fri. We are Closed Sat and Sun |3 Serpentine Rd, Pembroke HM07 | Tel: 295-5134 | www.islandglass.bm
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Business and leadership
consultancy set to soar

Artist Zoe Dyson Hedstrom on
how Bermuda shapes her work

Business, page 11

Lifestyle, page 19

www.royalgazette.com

$1.50

Today’s High 65F

Friday, December 27, 2019

King Street fire: the BFRS response
Fiona McWhirter
Problems with a Hamilton fire engine
and a string of emergencies within
hours of each other meant an out-oftown reserve tender was called to a
blazing home in the city, it has been
revealed.
Wayne Caines, the Minister of National Security, explained that a backup truck in Warwick was ordered to

Man stable
after stabbing
outside
Hamilton
Club

Newspaper Wrap (White Stock)

attend a blaze in Pembroke — about a
short drive away from the Fire Station
on King Street.
The fire on Union Street on December 7, cost a family of seven, including
well-known para-sportsman Omar
Hayward, their home and belongings.
Businesses, support agencies and
members of the community have since
rallied round to help.
Mr Caines said: “For a family to lose
their home right before Christmas is

most disturbing. I am aware that when
notification was received of this incident, fire service personnel and equipment were already attending two previously reported fire-related events.
“As such, the fire service was in the
unusual circumstances of having to
manage three significant fire-related emergencies over a relatively short
eight-hour period.
“Furthermore, the Hamilton Fire
Station duty vehicle experienced me-

chanical problems which prevented its
use.”
Mr Caines added: “In these circumstances, fire service personnel immediately switch to the reserve vehicle, a process that involves transferring essential
pieces of equipment between vehicles
and increases the time to respond.
“As a result of this unfortunate combination of events, and in efforts to have
fire-suppression equipment attend this
incident as soon as possible, the standby

fire service vehicle located in Warwick
was ordered.
“It arrived at the scene 12 minutes
after the initial call, followed shortly
thereafter, by the Hamilton fire service
vehicle.”
Mr Caines said: “Considering these
facts, I have full confidence that the
men and women of the Bermuda Fire
and Rescue Service were committed
to attend the scene of this incident as

Continued on Page 2
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Jonathan Bell
A man wanted in connection
with a Christmas Eve stabbing
outside a bar has turned himself
in to police.
The 35-year-old man was
knifed in the chest near Place’s
Place on Hamilton’s Dundonald
Street. The injured man was said
on Wednesday to be “stable” in
intensive care at the King Edward VII Memorial Hospital.
The man was rushed to hospital for emergency surgery with
“life-threatening” wounds after the attack, which happened
about 5.30pm outside the bar
on the junction of Dundonald
Street and Court Street.
Anyone with information
should contact Detective Inspector Kenten Trott on 7172345 or 295-0011. People can
also use the confidential Crime
Stoppers hotline on 800-8477.

The ¾ newspaper wrap is our prime real estate product as three quarters of it
wraps our newspaper’s front page. Offering exclusivity, this product allows the
advertiser their very own platform with high visibility giving the most exposure
we have on offer.

12‘Fantastic’
Days of Christmas
Gombeys
Newspaper
Wrap
entertain
tourists
Jonathan Bell

$5,000.00 PER WRAP
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Gombey troupes turned out
with their trademark drums,
whistles and regalia for their
traditional Boxing Day parade
around the island.
The performance by Place’s
Gombeys at the Hamilton
Princess & Beach Club delivered a unique experience for
guests. Polly and Harry Martin,
first-time visitors to Bermuda,
watched the performance in the

LIVE

Continued on Page 2

Photograph by Akil Simmons

Proud mother: Savanna Ramotar holds newborn Saunto Lorenzo Wilson, who arrived just after 11am on Christmas Day, weighing just over 7lb

Baby Saunto arrives early, spreads Christmas cheer
Jonathan Bell
Saunto Wilson became Bermuda’s only
Christmas Day baby — despite not being
expected to put in an appearance for another two days.
Proud parents Savanna Ramotar and
Khyren Wilson said a lot of friends and

BLEED

family had hoped for a Christmas Day
birth.
Ms Ramotar, 22, said: “He came early. A lot of people told me he would be
a Christmas baby, so people definitely
wished this on me. Everybody’s just happy that he is here.”
Saunto, whose middle name is Lorenzo, arrived just after 11am at the King

Edward VII Memorial Hospital’s maternity unit, weighing just over 7lb.
The couple, from St David’s, said they
hoped to get their new son home in two
days — the day he was scheduled to be
delivered.
Mr Wilson added: “I’m just excited.
I’m tired of waiting; waiting makes me
nervous. I had to just sit back and wait.”

Mr Wilson said: “Finally seeing him,
that’s when it really hit me.”
Ms Ramotar added she was aware that
babies born on Christmas Day often felt
short-changed on the gift front because
their birthdays were overshadowed by the
festive season.
But she promised: “He is going to get
everything.”
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Firm restructuring debt

Bottles of bubbles

Rangers’ Boxing Day punch Execution in Japan

Submarine cable company Seabras 1
Bermuda Ltd has filed for bankruptcy
protection in the US as it pursues
a secured debt-restructuring plan it
expects to complete in 2020.

Michael Robinson recommends
some of the best sparkling wines
from around the world if you fancy
trying something different from
a festive glass of champagne.

Southampton Rangers earned a place
in the Friendship Trophy final on New
Year’s Day as Shayne Hollis and
Jahrizinho Bassett scored against
Robin Hood at Wellington Oval.

BUSINESS 11-14

LIFESTYLE 19-23

6.25” x 21.125”

SPORT 33-36

First foreigner executed in ten years,
Wei Wei, 40, was hanged at a detention
centre in Fukuoka, where he had been
on death row for more than 16 years
after murdering a family in 2003.

OVERSEAS 15-16

6.25” x 21.125”

Full Page/OBC

6col x 21.125

11.83” x 21.125”

-

12.66” x 21.125”

Full Page/IBC

6col x 21.125

11.83” x 21.125”

-

12.66” x 21.125”
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GLOSSY/HYBRID FEATURES
Hybrid Magazines - rg MAGAZINES: rg Kids, rg Construction, rg CupMatch, rg Food
This product has evolved from having newsprint inside pages and is now filled with a high-quality white, matte
paper but we kept the shine! The glossy covers lend to a unique product we like to call ‘Hybrids’.
STANDARD

TRIM

LIVE

BLEED

QUARANTINE
MAKEOVERS

Glossy Covers

4col x 11

$2,500

8.5” x 11”

8.25” x 10.75”

8.75” x 11.25”

Full Page

4col x 11

$1,200

8.5” x 11”

8.25” x 10.75”

8.75” x 11.25”

Half-Page Horizontal
Quarter-Page

4col x 5
2col x 5

$600
$350

8.5” x 5.375”
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8.25” x 5.125”

8.75” x 5.625”

3.83” x 5”

SHAPE THE
INDUSTRY

14

Azura: An
investment in
Bermuda

28

How to store
the sun

35

Building new
business

25

Speeding up the
Planning process

+

MORE

Glossy Magazines - RG MAGAZINE, RG BUSINESS, MOTOR EXPRESS SERIES
The RG glossy magazine is our “luxury product”- a flagship of the brand, offering advertisers the highest print
quality while delivering an absorbing read to a growing audience of all ages.
STANDARD

TRIM

LIVE

BLEED

Covers

4col x 11

$2,700

8.5” x 11”

8.25” x 10.75”

8.75” x 11.25”

Preferred Pages

4col x 11

$2,250

8.5” x 11”

8.25” x 10.75”

8.75” x 11.25”

Full Page

4col x 11

$1,900

8.5” x 11”

8.25” x 10.75”

8.75” x 11.25”

Double-Page Spread

Double Page

$3,600

17” x 11”

16.75” x 10.75”

17.25” x 11.25”

Centre-Page Spread

Double Truck

$3,800

17” x 11”

16.75” x 10.75”

17.25” x 11.25”

Half-Page Horizontal

4col x 5

$1,365

8.5” x 5.375”

8.25” x 5.125”

8.75” x 5.625”

Half-Page Vertical

2col x 11

$1,365

4.25” x 11”

4” x 10.75”

4.375” x 11.25”

Quarter-Page Vertical

1col x 11

$720

2.5” x 11”

2.25” x 10.75”

2.75” x 11.25”

BANKING

TEACHING KIDS ABOUT MONEY
Learning financial literacy early
P. 5

in life

LEGAL
MAKING A WILL

Securing your estate
P. 9

MANAGEMENT

RETURN TO WORK DILEMMA
The Covid-19 vaccine debate
P. 15

October 2021 | RG BUSINESS

Glossy Pocket Magazine - FIFA World Cup and ITU Triathlon Bermuda
This handy pocket-sized glossy magazine is small but packs a punch. Have all of the information you need on the
go-to events such as FIFA World Cup and ITU Triathlon Bermuda.
STANDARD

TRIM

LIVE

BLEED

Back Cover

3col x 9

$2,000

5” x 8.625”

4.75” x 8.375”

5.25” x 8.875”

Inside Cover

3col x 9

$1,800

5” x 8.625””

4.75” x 8.375”

5.25” x 8.875”

Full Page

3col x 9

$1,500

5” x 8.625”

4.75” x 8.375”

5.25” x 8.875”

Half-Page Horizontal

3col x 4

$800

5” x 4.25”

4.75” x 4”

5.25” x 4.5”

Banner Horizontal

3col x 1

$500

5” x 1”

4.75” x 0.75”

5.25” x 1.25”

Special Features
If you are celebrating a milestone, your grand opening or hosting a special event, this is the perfect product for you. You get to choose
from any of our above products. Our special features have their very own special process; it’s easy, just speak to a sales representative and
get all of the information you will need.

The “safe zone” is the area inside the trim line where your text and
graphics are not at risk of being cut off or lost into the binding in the
final print. Any content that you want to appear completely within the
final printed publication should be kept inside the safe zone. Placing
content too close to the top, bottom or outside edge of the PDF could
result in that content being cut off during trimming.
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Mechanical Requirements
NEWSPAPER
CAMERA READY AD

PUBSET ADS

RESOLUTION

212 dpi

212 dpi

COLOR

CMYK / Grayscale, 100% black registration for black text

CMYK/ RGB/ Grayscale

TOTAL INK

240% maximum

240% maximum

FONTS

Recommended legibility 9 point minimum for body text
and 7.5 point minimum for captions/disclaimers

Recommended legibility 9 point minimum for body text
and 7.5 point minimum for captions/disclaimers

FILE TYPES

Ad: PDF

Logos: EPS, AI, JPG, TIFF
Photos: JPG, TIFF, PDF
Text:
Word, PDF

CAMERA READY AD

PUBSET ADS

RESOLUTION

300 dpi

300 dpi

COLOR

CMYK / Grayscale, 100% black registration for black text

CMYK/ RGB/ Grayscale

FILE TYPES

Ad: PDF

Logos: EPS, AI, JPG, TIFF
Photos: JPG, TIFF, PDF
Text:
Word, PDF

MAGAZINES
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For all inquiries, please contact your Advertising Solution Specialist.
For magazine inquiries, please contact our Advertising Solutions Manager.

ADVERTISING INQUIRIES
Commercial Director
Michael Grier – mgrier@bpmedia.bm

Creative Director
Nikeisha Burrows – nburrows@royalgazette.com

Sales Department
sales@royalgazette.com

Advertising Solutions Manager
Carlene Spencer-Darrell – carlene@rg.bm

Advertising Solution Specialists		Phone			E-mail
Sales Team					295-5881			sales@royalgazette.com
Shawn-Naé Cann					278-0117			sncann@rg.bm
Marguerita Carter				272-2008			mcarter@rg.bm
Stephanie Lovell 				278-8331			slovell@rg.bm

